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Introduction: The telecommuting experience and job performance have been significantly impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
and job performance stability of telecommuting employees has become a critical concern.
Objective: A decision model for telecommuting experience service design was constructed based on a backpropagation (BP) neural 
network to provide a theoretical basis for enterprises to evaluate telework performance and the psychological health of employees.
Methods: The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was used to determine the core stakeholders. The grey relational analysis (GRA) 
method and the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) scale were used to measure the factors affecting employees’ telecommuting 
experience and job performance. A BP neural network relationship model of employees’ telecommuting experience was established to 
predict its impact on employees’ job performance.
Results: Based on the model prediction results, a service system map was created, and the potential to enhance the telework 
performance of employees was evaluated.
Discussion: It was concluded that the factors affecting the telecommuting experience were diverse, but emotions had the dominant 
influence. Significant positive correlations were found between emotional impact and temporal perception, execution difficulty, and 
communication barriers.
Conclusion: The proposed decision model for telecommuting experience service design accurately predicted the impact of tele-
commuting efficiency, providing an effective approach for innovative remote management.
Keywords: design decision, job performance, telecommuting experience, BP neural networks, NASA-TLX scale

Introduction
The popularity of remote employment or working from home has increased as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. This 
situation poses a serious challenge for companies facing many unknown factors related to telework performance 
management of employees. This change in the work pattern has led to significant changes in workflows and user 
experiences. It has been demonstrated that the job satisfaction and performance of employees who feel that their 
contribution and well-being are not considered sufficiently by the organization decreases.1–3 Researchers have found 
that telecommuting has various effects on job performance.4,5 Therefore, it is necessary to ensure the stability and 
efficiency of telework and construct a standard scientific efficiency management method. Two problems affect the 
performance management of telework. First, the COVID-19 pandemic adversely impacted the physiological and 
psychological aspects of employees and their job performance. Emotional swings can be exhausting, so emotions may 
have an impact on job satisfaction and job performance.6,7 Second, the performance of telecommuting employees was 
highly variable in the post-epidemic era. Several variables influence the job performance stability of telecommuting 
employees, such as work-family conflicts, virtual relationships and communication among colleagues.8–10

Employee performance was influenced by emotional experiences that directly determine the continuity of business 
operations during a COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, companies need to understand the impact of a pandemic on remote 
work performance in order to effectively establish remote performance management methods to reduce the impact of negative 
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emotional experiences. The key to analyzing the impact of the pandemic on teleworking performance was the analysis of the 
employees’ telecommuting experience and the core stakeholders.

On the one hand, changes in the work environment have forced changes in employees’ workflow. The loss of a physical 
work space and the inability to communicate with colleagues in a timely manner affect telecommuting performance. It has 
been proven that work is an emotional experience and that information overload has a significant impact on both employee 
emotional exhaustion and job performance.11 For example, teleworking requires increased use of digital tools, but this tends to 
create a cognitive overload, which may have a negative impact on the employees’ job performance.12 Meanwhile, research on 
the relationship between emotions and job performance has demonstrated that employee emotions exert a powerful influence 
on job performance, especially in the service sector.13–15 Liu found that job crafting enabled employees to better adapt to 
changes in work patterns during the COVID-19 period, positively impacting telecommuting performance.16 Self-control 
refers to adjusting one’s motivations and actions to achieve the predetermined pattern or goal by understanding one’s 
psychology and behavior. Troll et al conducted a quantitative analysis of 106 remote workers and confirmed that changing 
the physical status and autonomous motivation were significantly associated with job performance. This study provides new 
insights for employees to work efficiently from home.17 Tariq et al found that autonomy and scheduling flexibility during 
COVID-19 can further improve job performance. Meanwhile, their study found that perceived trust and support from 
superiors increased job performance.18,19 Regulatory Emotional Self-Efficacy (RESE) theory demonstrated that individuals’ 
inability to adequately and effectively regulate their negative emotions in the face of stress could negatively affect their job 
performance. In contrast, experiencing positive emotions enhanced people’s cognitive functioning. Therefore, the relationship 
between emotions and service performance can be moderated through RESE.20 Nonetheless, there was still ambiguity 
regarding the impact of remote emotional experiences on performance and a lack of attention regarding the importance of 
core stakeholders to remote performance management.

On the other hand, job performance management is a dynamic process. Only by managing people and their behaviors can 
we ensure job performance stability. Previous studies have suggested the use of stakeholder analysis as a more appropriate 
method to measure the importance of people in the organization who have different relevance to the benefits.21 Stakeholders 
are individuals and groups who influence the organizational behavior and goal achievements or are affected by the achieve-
ment of organizational goals and processes. Clarifying the influence relationships between all stakeholders in an organization 
and the user experience of the core stakeholders is crucial to improving the telework performance of employees.22 Cheng and 
He utilized operations research and service design tools to distinguish the primary and secondary status of stakeholders to 
reduce the complexity and uncertainty of the cocreation link and focus on major stakeholders.23 Liu et al proposed a cluster 
intelligence service design model based on value co-creation.24 Multiple stakeholders were deconstructed and reorganized to 
improve the collaborative co-creation of solutions. Xu et al conducted a ranking analysis of the stakeholders of state-owned 
enterprises (SOE) using a data model to assist enterprises in decision making.25 Stakeholder analysis can reduce the 
complexity of a problem; thus, the core stakeholders should be identified.

It is necessary to analyze the influencing factors affecting the telecommuting experience of employees to predict the 
relationship between the key variables and job performance and ensure the stability of telecommuting performance. The factors 
that affect the employee experience during a pandemic are diverse, and the cognitive load, affective responses, and job 
performance influence each other. Van der Lippe et al found that working from home had a negative impact on employee 
performance, and the team performance was worse when more colleagues worked from home.26 Working from home has 
provided advantages and disadvantages for the employees and the organization and has been responsible for a decrease in 
employee productivity.27 Chang et al examined the results of high-performance work systems (HPWS) for different workplace 
events using the affective event theory (AET).28 The results showed that different work environments affected the employees’ 
feelings and job satisfaction. Job arbitrariness resulted in positive feelings and increased job satisfaction, which is consistent with 
the findings of Tariq et al. Hashim et al studied the relationship between satisfaction and performance of university administrators 
working from home in Malaysia. The results showed that the availability of information and computer technologies (ICT) 
directly influenced the employees’ job performance.29 Numerous scholars have investigated the effectiveness of job performance 
management. Xu et al proposed three cross-functional synergy efficiency evaluation schemes to evaluate the synergy efficiency 
of team clusters in transforming companies, providing a valid reference for cross-organizational collaboration efficiency.30 

Hussain used the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to evaluate energy professionals and experts. The results showed that the most 
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influential factors affecting project performance during the COVID-19 pandemic were government measures and individual 
factors. These findings provide insights into project management during and after a pandemic.31 Zhang et al analyzed the positive 
relationship of intra-firm factor synergy on innovation performance and proposed countermeasures to promote internal factor 
synergy.32 Multiple regression analysis was used by Xie et al to verify the effect of a synergistic network on the innovation 
performance of enterprises.33

The aforementioned studies have shown that evaluating the factors affecting the performance of remote employees is 
critical for companies to manage job performance during a pandemic. Although these scholars have provided various methods 
for analyzing performance management, there are some shortcomings in these studies. Existing studies have focused on the 
evaluation of job performance but did not research in-depth the variables affecting job performance. In particular, relatively 
few studies investigated the effect of the pandemic on people’s job performance. The literature review indicated that 
visualization of the service design and system process optimization were critical for efficient management.34 However, the 
relationship between telecommuting experience and employee performance had not been investigated sufficiently. In 
particular, research on the stability of job performance lacked a theoretical basis because the impact of the pandemic on 
people is dynamic. It was critical for job performance management of telecommuting employees to predict the telecommuting 
experience accurately. Therefore, this paper proposed an innovative human-centered decision-making approach that integrates 
the AHP, GRA, NASA-TLX, and a backpropagation (BP) neural network to evaluate and predict the telecommuting 
employees’ performance. The results provide a strategy for improving the telecommuting experience and a powerful reference 
for remote collaboration organizations during the pandemic. Grey relational analysis (GRA) quantified the relationships 
between the system’s elements by evaluating the similarity or heterogeneity of trends. It was suitable for the study of dynamic 
processes and enables companies to analyze the dynamics of changing relationships of core stakeholders in a remote synergy 
model. Kuo et al used GRA to solve multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) problems.35 Liu et al demonstrated that GRA 
and sensitivity analysis could overcome the uncertainty of a design scheme.36 Li developed a hesitant fuzzy multi-attribute 
decision model based on GRA to analyze the influencing factors of the culture score index.37 These studies indicated that GRA 
was well suited for the quantitative analysis of system dynamics due to its straightforward approach. Therefore, GRA was used 
in this study to measure the variables that affect job performance.

Our current research contributed to the existing literature on telework performance and affective experiences in three 
meaningful ways. First, we proposed to think about stakeholder relationships through human-centered service design thinking. 
Service design analyzed the relationship between the user experience and all stakeholders using a visual approach.38,39 It 
provided a global, systematic way of thinking and efficient service processes for companies.40–42 From the perspective of job 
performance management, an adequate service level could improve the team members’ mobility, maximize value creation, 
and enhance the ability of remote collaboration. Unlike traditional job performance management, which categorized people 
based on the system or rewards performance, service design was human-centered. The service can be optimized, and key 
aspects of employee performance management can be determined by studying the service and service experience of 
stakeholders. The service quality influenced the employee’s subjective initiative and cooperation efficiency, especially in 
teleworking, where performance management is crucial.43

Secondly, we have chosen the appropriate design decision method for innovation integration. The advantages of 
combining the AHP, GRA, NASA-TLX, and a BP neural network for employee performance evaluation and prediction are 
as follows. AHP is a systematic and hierarchical analysis method. It can provide an easy decision-making method for complex 
problems with multiple objectives and criteria using less quantitative information.44 In this study, AHP is used for core 
stakeholder screening and decision-making to improve the accuracy of the results. It can determine the core employees who 
influence the job performance to improve remote job performance management.45 GRA and NASA-TLX are used to analyze 
the factors affecting the performance of core stakeholders in telecommuting, ie, the factors influencing user experience. 
NASA-TLX is a widely used tool for measuring subjective workload and performs better than other subjective assessment 
tools.46 This method enables us to evaluate the impact of the dynamic factors on the employees’ performance during the 
pandemic. These factors are used as the input layer of the BP neural network, and the job performance is the output layer for 
telework performance prediction. Just like data mining,47,48 BP neural network algorithm is a quantitative approach that can be 
used to analyze subjective information. BP neural network algorithm has strong nonlinear mapping capabilities. The BP neural 
network is an artificial neural network (ANN). Existing data are used to determine the weight relationship between the input 
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and output and predict the outcome.49 Combining the four methods provides an accurate evaluation of the relationships 
between elements affecting the employees’ job performance and telecommuting experience.

Finally, previous research has focused on the relationships or moderating effects among factors that influence remote 
performance50 and less on service systems that improve the remote employee office experience. Our work visualized the 
relationship between remote performance management and various stakeholders by constructing a telework service 
system map. Corresponding improvement strategies to the location of the system map allowed visual and effective 
visibility of solutions to improve or stabilize remote work performance.

Given these advantages, we developed an innovation decision model to bridge the research gap and contribute to the 
relevant literature. First, this study visualizes the telecommuting workflow by analyzing the interactions between 
stakeholders. GRA and the NASA-TLX are used to rank the relevance of the user experience elements of core 
stakeholders and screen the variables. The BP neural network is used to construct a relationship model between employee 
telecommuting experience and job performance. The experience pain points are transformed into opportunities using 
system maps to provide new insights into efficiency management and references for enterprises to conduct telework 
performance management. The map illustrated the relationships between the various stakeholders in the organization. It 
took different moderating measures on key work processes to stabilize remote job performance by improving the 
emotional experience.

Introduction of BP Neural Network Model
Principle of BP Neural Network
The basic unit of the BP neural network is the neuron, which simulates the structure and working mechanism of the brain. 
Neurons and synapses perform information transmission. When the human sensory system obtains information, it is 
transformed into signals that are received and processed by neurons. The information is transmitted from the synapses to 
the connected neurons, which process and transmit it. The brain produces signals and guides the person to perform 
appropriate actions and responses. Wang et al analyzed the significance and feasibility of BP neural networks for evaluating 
business management performance. The results showed that BP neural networks have high accuracy for predicting corporate 
performance.51 An improved AHP-BP neural network algorithm was proposed for corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
performance evaluation. The results showed that the model could be used as a good predictive tool for CSR performance 
evaluation.52 Yang proposed a BP neural network algorithm to predict athletes’ performance. The results showed that the 
algorithm had high prediction accuracy and general applicability.53 A BP neural network is a multilayer feedforward network 
trained by error BP using a gradient descent method. A gradient search is used to minimize the mean square error between 
the actual and desired output values of the network.54 The neuron model is shown in Figure 1.

The neuron output is calculated as follows:

Figure 1 Diagram of a neuron model. 
Notes: Figure 1 is mainly a schematic representation of the neuronal model.
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where ym denotes the processed output value, ωidenotes the weight of each transmitted signal, xi denotes the input signal, 
and f denotes the activation function of the neural network.

Topology of BP Neural Network
A BP neural network consists of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The input layer passes information to 
the hidden layer, which passes information to the output layer through the weights and activation functions between the 
neurons. The output layer collates the information processed by the hidden layer to produce the final result. If the correct 
result is known, it is compared with the output to obtain the error. The weights in the neural network are corrected by BP 
to complete the learning process. In Figure 2, xm is the input of the mth node of the input layer, m=1, 2,., P; ym is the 
output of the mth node of the output layer, m=1, 2,., Q; Φ is the excitation function of the hidden layer; ψ denotes the 
excitation function of the output layer.

The number of neurons in the hidden layer is calculated by formula (2):

where G is the hidden layer’s neuron, P is the input layer neuron, Q is the output layer neuron, and α is a constant. In 
this study, the variables affecting the employee workload and telecommuting performance are used as the input layer 
information, and the job performance is the output layer information. Analysis of the data using SPSS 26.0 showed that 
the number of nodes in the hidden layer was 1.

BP Neural Network-Based Decision Model for Telecommuting Experience 
Service Design
Variables of BP Neural Network Decision Model
The model was trained using the results of existing studies to reveal the hierarchical and causal relationships between the 
factors. The core stakeholders and workflow were screened using stakeholder analysis. We used GRA to rank the 
influencing factors affecting telework performance and derive the key influencing factors as experimental variables. We 
designed a questionnaire survey to obtain accurate experimental data.

Simple mathematical questions were used in the questionnaire to screen invalid questionnaires and reduce bias. 
A total of 142 valid questionnaires were obtained. We selected screening questions to evaluate qualified users. For 
example, we used simple math questions and reciprocal questions in the questionnaire. Two principles were used to 
screen eligible subjects. If the participants answered the math questions incorrectly, they were eliminated.

We used the NASA-TLX scale, which is a widely used instrument for measuring subjective workload with a high 
level of user acceptance and reliability. The NASA-TLX scale assesses the cognitive load in six dimensions: mental 
demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration. The NASA-TLX scale was used to 
obtain the workload of employees working from home. It is shown in Figure 3.

hidden layer

Figure 2 Topology of BP neural network. 
Notes: Figure 2 presents the structure of the BP neural network, containing the topology of the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer.
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Establishment of BP Neural Network Model
The decision model of the employees’ teleworking experience service design based on the BP neural network consists 
of a stakeholder evaluation model, user experience evaluation model, and BP neural network model. In the first step, 
the quantitative stakeholder model is constructed. The telecommuting stakeholders are divided into the decision- 
making level, management level, and executive level according to the internal organizational structure. Each level 
contains decision-makers, managers, and executors of different functional departments. The management elements of 
the stakeholders at each level are analyzed and summarized. The stakeholder layer with the highest weight is 
classified as the core stakeholder layer (CS) and is represented by set A, where A1, A2,……, Am represent the sub- 
stakeholders of the core stakeholder layer. Ja12 denotes the interaction feedback from A1 to A2, and Ja21 denotes the 
interaction feedback from A2 to A1. Jab denotes the interaction feedback from A-level stakeholders to B-level 
stakeholders, and so on. This approach is used to obtain the stakeholders and interaction relationships of the direct 
stakeholder layer (DS) and indirect stakeholder layer (IS), providing the basis for determining the remote collabora-
tive workflow.

The second step is to construct a user experience evaluation model and use GRA to analyze the experience factors 
that affect the telework performance of core stakeholders. Influencing factors were constructed from the entire telework 
system of people, devices, and environment, including objective and subjective factors. A 7-point scale was established 
to evaluate the influencing factors. The higher the score, the greater the impact on job performance. Correlations between 

Figure 3 Example questionnaire design using the NASA-TLX scale. 
Notes: Figure 3 presents the NASA-TLX scale, which contains 6 dimensions, each with a score of 0–10.
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the factors were calculated to obtain rankings. The core stakeholder workloads were obtained from the NASA-TLX 
questionnaire.

Finally, the user experience and workload are used as the input layer of the BP neural network, and the job 
performance is used as the output layer to train the model and make predictions to derive improvement opportunities 
for telework efficiency management. The BP neural network-based decision model for the employees’ telecommuting 
experience service design is shown in Figure 4.

Ethical Approval
This study received approval from the ethical research committee, College of Art and Design, Shaanxi University of 
Science and Technology. The study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki. The participants provided their written 
informed consent to participate in this study.

Experiment and Results
In the first stage, four senior managers were invited as experts to score the importance of stakeholders and each 
management index element. Opinions were collected sequentially using the Delphi method until the experts no longer 
changed their opinions. The results of the hierarchical analysis method were combined to obtain the core 
stakeholders.

In the second stage, user interviews were conducted with 20 employees of Company X. A 7-level scale was 
established to evaluate the influencing factors. The higher the score, the greater the influence on the office experience 
was. The evaluation data were collected. GRA was used to obtain the final correlation value to rank the key variables.

In the third stage, a questionnaire survey of 142 telecommuting employees was conducted. The participants completed 
the survey on workload using an online questionnaire. The survey results were entered into SPSS 26.0 software for data 
analysis and processing. The reliability and validity of the data were analyzed, and the relationship between the variables was 
analyzed using correlation analysis, principal component analysis, and BP neural network analysis.

Figure 4 Technical route for establishing a decision model for telecommuting experience service design based on a BP neural network. 
Notes: Figure 4 presents the general framework of our proposed method. The integration of the three modules leads to the final construction of a BP neural network- 
based remote performance prediction model.
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Analysis of Telecommuting Stakeholder Assessment
Establish the Evaluation Index Hierarchy Framework
We established the hierarchy analysis index framework for telecommuting efficiency management as follows.

Objective layer: The stakeholders of telecommuting efficiency management and the importance of each management 
indicator A.

Criterion layer: According to the company’s management organization, four categories are used as the evaluation 
elements of the guideline level: decision-maker B1, project manager B2, design supervisor B3, and employee B4. The 
decision-maker appoints the managers in the company. This person makes decisions on projects or management staff and 
defines the project goals. The project manager controls the project’s progress. After evaluating the project goals, they 
check whether they have been achieved and report the results to the decision maker. The design manager manages the 
project’s execution. They decompose the tasks according to the goals and assign the tasks to employees. They also 
evaluate the completion and overall performance of the employees. The employees perform the tasks and collaborate as 
a team according to the design director’s requirements.

Sub-criteria layer: 12 evaluation indicators are used according to the project operation management, and a hierarchy 
analysis index framework for the teleworking efficiency management is constructed, as shown in Table 1.

Establish the Judgment Matrix of Evaluation Indicators
The judgment matrix was constructed according to the seven-level scaling method, and the elements of each evaluation 
index in each layer were compared in pairs. For target layer A, the importance is compared to the criterion layers B1, B2, 
B3, and B4, and the values are assigned to Cijð¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ, where Cij indicates the importance values of factors i and j 
relative to the target, and n is the number of indicators. The evaluation matrix is defined in Eq. (3):

Table 1 Hierarchical Analysis Index Framework

Objective Layer A Criteria Layer B Sub-Criteria Layer C Indicator Description

Stakeholders in 
telecommuting efficiency 

management and the 

importance of each 
management indicator A

Decision-maker B1 Target decision C11 Project target decision by decision-makers to project 
managers

Target evaluation C12 Decision-makers evaluate project objectives to design 

executives
Project manager B2 Target deconstruction C21 Project manager to design supervisor for project goal 

decomposition

Progress management C22 Project manager to design manager for project schedule 
management

Progress reporting C23 Project manager to decision maker for project progress 

reporting
Design supervisor B3 Target execution C31 Project manager to project manager for project goal 

execution

Target submission C32 Project goal submission by design executive to decision- 
maker

Task deconstruction C33 Project task decomposition by the design supervisor to the 

staff
Task evaluation C34 Evaluation of project tasks by the design manager to the 

staff

Employee B4 Collaboration C41 Collaboration among employees to complete work
Task execution C42 Employees perform project tasks to the design manager

Task submission C43 Employees submit project tasks to the design supervisor
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Four senior managers were invited as experts to score the importance of the indices. The evaluation matrices are listed 
in Tables 2–6.

Consistency Test of Judgment Matrix
1. We normalize each column element of the evaluation matrix.

where,i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n

2. We sum the rows of the normalized evaluation matrix.

where i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n

3. The summed vectors are normalized to the approximate eigenroots.

where i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n

4. We calculate the maximum value of the evaluation matrix λmax:

Table 2 Evaluation Matrix for the Indicators at the Target Level-Criterion 
Level

A B1 B2 B3 B4

B1 1 0.44 0.14 0.12

B2 2.25 1 0.24 0.44
B3 7.25 4.25 1 0.5

B4 8.25 2.25 2 1

Table 3 Evaluation Matrix for the Indicators 
at the Decision-Maker-Sub-Criterion Level

B1 C11 C12

C11 1 5.25
C12 0.19 1

Table 4 Evaluation Matrix for the Indicators at the Project 
Manager-Sub-Criterion Level

B2 C21 C22 C23

C21 1 0.2 0.43
C22 5 1 5.26

C23 2.3 0.19 1
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We calculate the maximum eigenroot root λmax and the consistency index CI:

where n is the order of the evaluation matrix.
A fourth-order evaluation matrix was constructed and analyzed by AHP for decision-makers, project managers, design 

supervisors, and employees. The weights W= (0.052, 0.133, 0.365, 0.450) of A-B were obtained using SPSS analysis 
(Table 7). In addition, the maximum eigenroot λ1=4.221 was calculated by combining the eigenvectors, and CI1 =0.074 was 
obtained.

A consistency test was performed on the evaluation matrix. The ratio of the consistency index CI to the average 
random indicator RI is the consistency ratio, denoted as CR:

The CI1 value of 0.052 was calculated for the fourth-order evaluation matrix, and the consistency checklist for the RI1 

value was 0.90. Since 0.052 < 0.1, the evaluation matrix passes the consistency test, indicating that the weights are 
calculated accurately. Similarly, the weights W= (0.840, 0.160) for B1-C1, W= (0.109, 0.703, 0.188) for B2-C2, W= 
(0.056, 0.102, 0.445, 0.397) for B3-C3, and W= (0.111, 0.725, 0.164) for B4-C4.

Weight Ranking
The total weights were calculated by combining the weights of A-B and B-C. The ranking results are listed in Table 8. 
Employees play a key role in project efficiency management, followed by design supervisors, project managers, and 

Table 5 Evaluation Matrix for the Indicators at the Design Supervisor-Sub Criterion 
Level

B3 C31 C32 C33 C34

C31 1 0.33 0.14 0.18

C32 3 1 0.17 0.18

C33 7 6 1 1.09
C34 5.67 5.5 0.92 1

Table 6 Evaluation Matrix for the Indicators at the Employee-Sub 
-Criterion Level

B4 C41 C42 C43

C41 1 0.27 0.53
C42 5.25 1 5.88

C43 1.9 0.17 1

Table 7 Results of AHP for a-B

Criteria layer Eigenvector Weight value Maximum Eigenroot Root λmax CI value

Decision-maker B1 0.202 5.221% 4.155 0.052

Project manager B2 0.531 13.270%
Design supervisor B3 1.460 36.503%

Employee B4 1.800 45.006%
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decision-makers. Therefore, the enterprise’s employees are the core stakeholders, the design supervisors and project 
managers are direct stakeholders, and the decision-makers are indirect stakeholders. The key efficiency management 
elements are the execution of tasks by employees, the decomposition and evaluation of tasks by design supervisors, and 
the progress management by project managers.

Stakeholder Map
The stakeholder map of the telecommuting model is shown in Figure 5. In an efficient office, the innermost circle of 
employees collaborate and communicate with each other and with the design supervisor across the hierarchy by 
performing and submitting tasks. The design supervisor decomposes and evaluates tasks to provide feedback to 
employees. The middle circle design supervisor and project manager communicate at the same level by decomposing 
goals, executing goals, and managing progress. The design supervisor, decision-maker, and project manager must 
communicate across the hierarchy by submitting goals and reporting progress. The decision-maker also manages goals 
for the project manager and evaluates them for the design manager. The three stakeholder levels comprise the 
stakeholder map.

Quantitative Analysis of Employees’ Telecommuting Experience
Establishment of Factor Evaluation Matrix
The differences between the traditional office model and telecommuting are analyzed from three dimensions: people, 
equipment, and environment. The factors affecting telecommuting efficiency and fluctuations in the users’ emotional 
experience are summarized in Table 9. The human dimension refers to the relationship with colleagues, the quality of 
social interaction, and the ability to control oneself and one’s time. The equipment dimension refers to the level of ICT 
and the cognitive load of digital tools. The environmental dimension refers to the impact of changes in the work 
environment.

Let n be the data series creating the following matrix:

where m refers to the number of indicators, and n is the number of rated objects.

Dimensionless Processing of Data
We determine the reference sequence as: x0 ¼ x0 kð Þ k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;mð Þ½ � and the comparison 
sequence as:xi ¼ xi kð Þ k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;mð Þ½ �; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nð Þ

Table 8 Total Weight Ranking

Criteria Layer B A-B Weights Sub-Criteria Layer C Weights B-C Total Weight A-C

Decision- maker B1 0.052 Target decision C11 0.840 0.0437
Target evaluation C12 0.160 0.0083

Project manager B2 0.133 Target deconstruction C21 0.109 0.0145

Progress management C22 0.703 0.0935
Progress reporting C23 0.188 0.0250

Design supervisor B3 0.365 Target execution C31 0.056 0.0204

Target submission C32 0.102 0.0372
Task deconstruction C33 0.445 0.1624

Task evaluation C34 0.397 0.1449
Employee B4 0.450 Collaboration C41 0.111 0.0500

Task execution C42 0.725 0.3263

Task submission C43 0.164 0.0738
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Correlation Analysis
The formula is:

Figure 5 Stakeholder map of the telecommuting model. 
Notes: Figure 5 presents the stakeholder map. Each stakeholder is represented by a symbol, and their interrelationships are related by arrows. The most central circle 
indicates the most central stakeholder.

Table 9 Factors Affecting Telework Productivity and Emotional Experience

No. Dimensionality Influencing Factors Causes User Experience

1 Environment Office environment Home interference Decrease in concentration

2 Equipment Office Equipment Poor equipment Decreased efficiency

3 Equipment Management tools Remote software High learning stress
4 People Social style Network socialization Feelings of loneliness

5 People Office atmosphere Lack of group effect Internal slacking

6 People Communication costs Remote communication Decreased efficiency
7 People Responsiveness No timely control Lack of control

8 People Work pace Chaotic pace of life Physical and mental discomfort
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where ρ is the discrimination coefficient, ρ 2 0; 1½ �. The smaller the value of ρ, the greater the difference in the 
correlation coefficient is and the greater the discrimination ability is; usually ρ = 0.5.

Averaging Coefficients for Each Level
The following equation is used to describe the correlation between factors:

Derive the Analysis Results
User interviews were conducted with 20 employees of Company X. A 7-point scale was established to evaluate the 
influencing factors. The higher the rating, the greater the influence on work performance was. GRA was conducted for 
the 8 evaluation items. The discrimination coefficient was 0.5, and the correlation coefficient was calculated. The 
correlation coefficients are listed in Table 10. For the eight evaluation items, the work pace had the highest correlation 
(0.922), followed by the responsiveness (0.919) and the social style (0.900).

BP Neural Network Analysis
The work pace, responsiveness, and social style were the key elements that influence the telecommuting experience. 
They were decomposed into 4 variables based on the questionnaire questions: temporal perception, execution difficulty, 
emotional impact, and communication barrier. These four variables were combined into the NASA-TLX questionnaire. 
The data obtained from 142 questionnaires and the NASA-TLX scale questions were imported into SPSS 26.0 software 
to analyze the correlations between the six dimensions of the workload for working at home. A significant correlation 
was observed between performance and each factor (Table 11). Reliability analysis of the six cognitive load dimensions 
yielded a Cronbach coefficient of 0.852, indicating the high reliability of the NASA-TLX questions and their suitability 
for assessing the workload. Factor analysis was performed on six dimensions using principal component analysis. The 
criterion of the characteristic root was greater than or equal to 1. A Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value of 0.819 was 

Table 11 Results of Correlation Analysis Between the Six Dimensions for the NASA-TLX Scale

Physical Demand Temporal Demand Performance Effort Frustration

Mental demand 0.491** 0.634** 0.387** 0.374** 0.444**

Physical demand 0.540** 0.295** 0.296** 0.341**
Temporal demand 0.383** 0.318** 0.410**

Performance 0.543** 0.566**

Effort 0.570**
Frustration

Note: **At the 0.01 level (two-tailed), the correlation is significant.

Table 10 Correlation Coefficients between Factors Affecting 
Telework Productivity

Evaluation Items Relevance Ranking

Office environment 0.618 8

Office equipment 0.857 4
Management tools 0.718 7

Office atmosphere 0.755 6

Communication costs 0.854 5
Responsiveness 0.919 2

Work pace 0.922 1

Social style 0.900 3
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obtained, and the Bartlett sphericity test significance was 0.000. Correlation analysis of the key variables of the user 
experience indicated that user emotion and temporal perception, execution difficulty, and communication barriers showed 
significant correlations with each other (Table 12).

SPSS26.0 was used for BP neural network computation. We grouped the data and trained the model in SPSS 26.0 
using two steps. First, the data were split into the training set (70%) and the validation set (30%). The training set was 
used to train the model and find the best weights and biases. The validation set was used to determine the model’s 
hyperparameters and select the optimal model. The test set was only used to evaluate the performance of the trained 
network. Next, a multilayer perceptron was generated, and the dependent variable, factors, and covariates were selected. 
We selected a random case assignment based on the relative number of cases. A custom architecture was used. We used 
one hidden layer, a sigmoid activation function in the hidden layer, and a softmax activation function in the output layer. 
We used batch training to speed up the training process. Gender was a factor, emotional impact and workload were 
covariates, and job performance was the dependent variable for data prediction.

The model summary (Table 13) shows that the error rate of the training set is 19.8%, and that of the test set is 22%. The 
classification results (Table 14) indicate that the accuracy rate of the training set is 80.2%, and that of the test set is 78%. 
These findings demonstrate a high prediction ability of the model. The areas of the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) 
curves are greater than 0.865 (Figure 6 and Table 15), indicating that the model has a good prediction ability.

Based on our results, we created a system map for telecommuting efficiency management (Figure 7). The system map 
is based on stakeholder interactions, and the movement and stakeholders are indicated by arrows. The interaction 
relationship of the core stakeholder C42 has the largest weight and is the crucial point of the user experience. 
Adjusting the rhythm, timing, and communication goals through scheduled punching can provide opportunities to 
improve physical and mental well-being and sense of control. Second, the relationship between task and efficiency is 
evaluated by setting task hours to reduce the sense of informality resulting from remote collaboration. Third, it is 
suggested to create short-time multiple rounds of communication and share files for collaborative editing to reduce the 
sense of loneliness and improve the efficiency of remote collaboration.

Discussion
The use of teleworking has been necessary during the global epidemic to minimize its influence. The teleworking model 
is likely here to stay in the fight against the pandemic in various countries.55 The literature on teleworking has focused 

Table 12 Results of Correlation Analysis Between the Key Variables of User Experience

Execution Difficulty Emotional Impact Communication Barrier

Temporal perception −0.445** −0.311** 0.107
Execution difficulty −0.039** −0.277**

Emotional impact −0.579**

Communication barrier

Note: **At the 0.01 level (two-tailed), the correlation is significant.

Table 13 Model Summary

Model Summary

Training Cross Entropy Error 43.477
Percent Incorrect Predictions 19.8%

Stopping Rule Used 1 consecutive step(s) with no decrease in errora

Training Time 0:00:00.03

Testing Cross Entropy Error 19.757

Percent Incorrect Predictions 22.0%

Notes: Dependent Variable: user experience. aError computations are based on the testing sample.
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primarily on employee job satisfaction, work-life balance, impact on career development, and employee performance.56 

Studies have evaluated the influence of teleworking on job performance. However, there has been a lack of focus on 
factors affecting performance, especially psychological aspects. This study examined how teleworking affects the user 
experience and how the performance of teleworking employees can be predicted using workload analysis. This approach 
enables companies to manage job performance in a timely manner during the pandemic, stabilize job performance, and 
reduce negative experiences of employees related to remote work.

Table 14 Classification Results

Sample Observed Predicted Percent Correct

0.25 0.5 0.63 0.75 0.88

Training 0.25 14 0 0 0 0 100.00%
0.5 0 20 0 0 0 100.00%

0.63 0 0 47 0 0 100.00%

0.75 0 0 10 0 0 0.00%
0.88 0 0 10 0 0 0.00%

Overall Percent 13.90% 19.80% 66.30% 0.00% 0.00% 80.20%

Testing 0.25 6 0 0 0 0 100.00%

0.5 0 8 0 0 0 100.00%

0.63 0 0 18 0 0 100.00%
0.75 0 0 2 0 0 0.00%

0.88 0 0 7 0 0 0.00%

Overall Percent 14.60% 19.50% 65.90% 0.00% 0.00% 78.00%

Figure 6 Area under the curve. 
Notes: Figure 6 represents the ROC area map calculated by the BP neural network. A larger area indicates a more accurate prediction result.
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Although there were many factors associated with remote work performance, our findings demonstrated that user 
experience can serve as a strong predictor of work performance. It supported the findings that positive emotional encourage-
ment can strive for better performance.15 Meanwhile, Kumar’s study found that family distraction, occupational discomfort, 
and distress were significant for the marketing of job performance, with distress being the most significant one.57 This was 
consistent with our findings emphasizing the impact of emotional experience on job performance. This is because, in contrast 
to performance management studies prior to the pandemic outbreak, working from home is an encouraging and innovative 
mode of work that provides flexibility. However, the need for companies and employees to face a sudden, temporary shift to 
work from home after a pandemic outbreak is both unfamiliar and stressful for everyone. COR theory demonstrates that 
a reduction in employees’ resources, both physical and emotional, affects employee performance.58

In addition, the prediction results indicate that the factors affecting teleworking employees are diverse, but emotions are the 
main influencing factor. A positive relationship was observed between emotional influence and temporal perception, execution 
difficulty, and communication barriers. Therefore, the user experience can be substantially improved by adjusting these three 
factors. Job performance is related to the difficulty of performing work, and employees’ sense of responsibility and control 
over their work determines the difficulty of performing work.59 Both the control over their own office equipment and the 
control over collaboration among colleagues increase the difficulty of working from home. This is consistent with the findings 

Table 15 Area Under the Curve

Observed Area

user experience 0.25 1
0.5 1

0.63 0.936

0.75 0.893
0.88 0.865

Figure 7 System map for telecommuting efficiency management. 
Notes: Figure 7 represents the system map of the remote experience. The core interaction points are identified through the stakeholder interactions, the processes of each 
stakeholder, and the core interaction points of the remote experience are improved through our proposed strategies to enhance the remote experience of employees.
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of the Kim’s study that good teamwork is an element of high performing workers.60 This is further evidence that the reliability 
of our proposal for enhancing the sense of control over remote work.

Cheng and He reduced the complexity and uncertainty of a project by focusing on the key stakeholders.23 The results 
indicated that job performance analysis of core stakeholders and employees could predict employee telework perfor-
mance. Similar to the results of Liu’s study, it is important for employees to improve their job performance by job 
shaping and setting goals for telecommuting employees’.16 This result is consistent with our study, which showed the 
advantages of establishing flexible office hours and developing the social skills of teleworking employees. Troll found 
that physical conditions and autonomous motivation were significantly correlated with job performance. This is in line 
with our results that improving employees’ motivations can be achieved by establishing work hours for specific tasks.17

Limitations and Directions for Future Research
Our study has several limitations that should be addressed in future research. First, the validity of the user experience 
model should be tested in different cultural contexts. This study was conducted in a Chinese city; however, it is unclear 
whether it is applicable to other countries. Second, the sample size of this study was insufficient due to the time and lack 
of people’s willingness to participate due to the epidemic. Only employees working from home in Xi’an city were 
analyzed, resulting in potential bias. In addition, the BP neural network proved accurate in this study, but more research 
is focused on optimizing it to improve the model’s accuracy.

This study focused on the methodological ideas of teleworking performances management, but the classification of 
stakeholders was relatively broad. The decision and execution levels were summarized by individual stakeholders. 
However, in an actual project, each stakeholder dynamically adjusts to different positions, resulting in potential 
variability in the results.

Future studies should investigate differences in teleworking performances in different cultural contexts. By sampling 
people from different regions, we can assess the variability in the employee experience during telecommuting. Due to the 
popularity of teleworking, the employees’ experiences will stabilize over time. Thus, the impact of teleworking on 
performance should be evaluated at a later date. Another key direction for future research is the optimization of the BP 
neural network for teleworking performance. In follow-up studies, the classification of stakeholders should be refined, 
and the complexity of the organizational structure of the collaborative teams should be increased to improve the 
applicability of the model and provide new insights into quantitative research on service design.

Conclusion
This study shows that we use service design thinking to identify the stakeholder relationships for telecommuting. 
According to the results, the core stakeholders that influence telecommuting performance are at the executive level, ie, 
the company’s employees. In addition, it also verifies the scientificity and accuracy of the change from an institution- 
centered management model to a people-centered management model in remote office management. The weight of the 
stakeholders defines the efficiency of the collaborative team, and the interaction relationship of the stakeholders 
determines the process and key nodes of efficiency management.

For studying the relationship between remote experience and work performance, we used the AHP and GRA to obtain 
the weights of stakeholders and interaction relations to evaluate the main factors affecting the efficiency of the core 
stakeholders. The causal relationship of the user experience was predicted by the BP neural network, and a system map 
for telecommuting efficiency management was created. According to the results, the accuracy of the prediction model 
reached more than 80%, so our proposed method can be used to predict work efficiency through telework workload and 
emotional experience. Finally, the strategies proposed in the system map can prevent performance fluctuations during 
teleworking.

The emotional experience of employees is crucial in telework performance. Our study contributes to the literature by 
extending research on the influential mechanisms of telework performance. It is important for companies to perform 
timely adjustments to reduce telework-induced fluctuations in job performance due to paradigm shifts, such as an 
epidemic. Improving the user experience of teleworking and ensuring job performance stability can guide organizational 
management.
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Theoretical Implications
First, considering the lack of previous studies on the prediction of telework performance using BP neural networks, at the 
theoretical level, future studies can refer to the proposed method in this study as an effective means to further explore the 
knowledge of telework performance in order to expand the research on this area. Also, this study combines the AHP, 
GRA, and NASA-TLX methods to quantitatively analyze the factors influencing remote job performance. Although this 
study is exploratory in nature, it can still be used as a reference as an empirical study for future research scholars to study 
variables and data-based analysis in depth.

Second, the service design thinking proposed in this study can serve as a guideline for future research on telework 
performance. In other words, a human-centered and experience-centered management model is more helpful for 
companies to manage their employees.

Practical Implications
Regarding the practical implications of our findings, companies can use the results of our study to establish new 
management thinking not only in terms of employee performance management, but also in terms of the systemic aspects 
of overall corporate management to better predict and evaluate employee performance management and mental health 
management during the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, the emphasis on a people-centered management approach 
better helps companies care for their employees and enhance their sense of organizational support. Alternatively, 
employees can feel the company’s concern for their well-being and enhance their dependence and loyalty to the company.
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